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POLAR VORTEX 
 Context 

Recently a deadly blizzard (snowstorm) has gripped the United States & Canada, leading to multiple deaths and 
complete disruption of normal life.

 What could be the reason behind this?

A recent study focused on Polar Vortex, published in Science.org, revealed how the rapid warming of the Arctic might 
be allowing frigid air in the region to move southward more frequently than ever before. In the study, researchers 
found that the expansion of the polar vortex has been occurring more than twice as often in recent years and the 
reason for it is the rapidly warming Arctic.

 How possibly could the Polar Vortex affect the mid latitude regions?

Usually, the polar vortex remains strong and compact, meaning the mass of frigid air stays at the North Pole. But 
sometimes it weakens, like a wobbling top, and expands to influence the jet stream — an area of fast-moving air high 
in the atmosphere that surrounds the polar vortex. Once the jet stream is impacted, the cold polar air finds its way 
towards the mid-latitude regions.

 What is Polar Vortex? 

	O The polar vortex is a large area of low pressure and cold air surrounding both of the Earth’s poles.

	O It always exists near the poles.

	O It weakens in summer and strengthens in winter. 

	O It is denoted by the word “vortex” because it spins counter-clockwise, just like a hurricane does.

	P The counter-clockwise flow of air helps keeping the colder air near the Poles.

	O The Northern hemisphere polar vortex is stronger than the southern hemisphere because of greater variability 
in land and sea surface temperatures.

 Formation of Polar Vortex

	O The polar vortex forms when a strong 
temperature gradient forms between 
low and high latitudes. This happens 
particularly in winter when the pole 
gets much less sunlight than areas 
closer to the equator. 

	O The temperature gradient and the 
Coriolis Force, caused by the Earth’s 
rotation, produces the prevailing 
‘westerlies’ in the mid-latitudes, which 
are stronger in winter because of the 
stronger temperature gradients.

	O A jet forms to balance this temperature 
difference. This jet is what we call the 
polar vortex or the polar night jet. 

	O At the North Pole, greater variability 
in land and sea surface temperatures 
and elevations result in more waves 
propagating into the stratosphere, and a weaker and less stable stratospheric polar vortex than at the South Pole.
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SUPREME COURT’S VERDICT ON DEMONETIZATION
 Context

The Supreme Court on its first working day of 2023 upheld the decision of the Central government taken in 2016 to 
demonetize the currency notes of ₹500 and ₹1000 denominations. 

 Background

On 8 November 2016, the Government of India announced the demonetisation of all ₹500 and ₹1,000 banknotes of 
the Mahatma Gandhi Series. It also announced the issuance of new ₹500 and ₹2,000 banknotes in exchange for the 
demonetised banknotes.

 What is Demonetization?

Demonetization is the process through which a nation’s economic unit of exchange loses its legally enforceable validity. 
Currencies that are terminated are no more legally considered exchanges and have no financial value. 
Demonetization is a process by which countries opt to reintroduce defunct currencies as legal money.

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of Demonetization?

 Advantages:

	O Reduction in black money: Old high-value currency notes can no longer be used to store or trade illegal wealth.

	O Decrease in corruption: With less cash available, it may become more difficult for corrupt individuals to receive 
bribes or make illegal transactions.

	O Increase in digital transactions: As cash becomes less available, more people may be compelled to use digital 
forms of payment such as credit cards or mobile wallets.

	O Inflation control: With less cash in circulation, there may be less demand for goods and services, potentially 
leading to lower inflation.

 Disadvantages:

	O Short-term economic disruption: The sudden removal of high-value currency notes can cause a significant cash 
crunch, disrupting economic activity in the short-term.

	O Long-term economic disruption: Such decision could lead to hyperinflation if not implemented properly.

	O Hardship for poor and rural population: Poor and rural populations may have difficulty accessing banks or 
ATMs, making it harder for them to exchange old notes for new ones.

	O Loss of jobs: Small businesses and self-employed individuals may suffer as cash-based transactions dry up, 
potentially leading to job losses.

	O Limited impact on black money:  There are other ways to store black money like real estate, gold, foreign 
currency, and digital means, so demonetisation may not have a big impact on black money.

 Why was demonetization done? 

The government presented the following arguments on its rationale behind the Demonetisation: 

	O To tackle the menace of black money/parallel economy/shadow economy

	O The cash circulation in India is directly connected to corruption hence we want to reduce the cash transactions 
and also control corruption and thereby move towards cashless transactions.
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	O To counter the menace of counterfeit currency

	O To prevent the cash being used for terrorist activities/terror funding.

 Demonetization vs Devaluation 

 What are the rules under which the Demonetization was done?

Section 26(2) of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 gives Centre the power to demonetise currency “on recommendation 
of the Central Board” of the RBI.

Section 26(2) of the RBI Act states that “on recommendation of the Central Board (of the RBI) the 
Central Government may, by notification in the Gazette of India, declare that, with effect from such date as may be 
specified in the notification, any series of bank notes of any denomination shall cease to be legal tender.”

 On what grounds the decision was challenged?

The petitioners challenged the move based on arbitrariness. The petitioners argued that the word “any” would have 
to be given a restricted meaning to mean “some” and not “all” legal tender of a given denomination.

 Observations made by the bench

 Majority Ruling:
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	O The majority held that Centre’s notification dated November 8, 2016, is valid and satisfies the test of 
proportionality.

Test of Proportionality

	O It is a commonly employed legal method used by courts around the world, typically constitutional 
courts, to decide cases where two or more legitimate rights clash.

	O While deciding such cases, one right typically prevails at the expense of the other and the court thus 
has to balance the satisfaction of some rights and the damage to other rights resulting from a judgment.

	O The principle of proportionality ordains that the administrative measure must not be more drastic than 
is necessary for attaining the desired result.

The RBI and the Centre had been in consultation with each other for six months prior to the November 8 notification 
issued under Section 26(2) of the RBI (Reserve Bank Of India) Act, 1934.

	O The statutory procedure under Section 26(2) of the RBI Act was not violated merely because the Centre had taken 
the initiative to “advice” the Central Board to consider recommending demonetisation.

	O The government was empowered under the provision to demonetise “all series” of banknotes.

	O On hasty decision, the court said such measures undisputedly are required to be taken with utmost 
confidentiality and speed. If the news of such a measure is leaked out, it is difficult to imagine how disastrous 
the consequences would be.

	O Demonetisation was done for the “proper purposes” of eliminating fake currency, black money and terror 
financing.

 Minority Ruling:

	O The government could have issued a notification under Section 26(2) of the RBI Act only if the RBI had initiated 
the proposal to demonetise by way of a recommendation.

	O Therefore, the government’s notification issued under Section 26(2) of the RBI Act was unlawful.

	O In cases in which the government initiates demonetisation, it should take the opinion of the RBI. The opinion of 
the Board should be “independent and frank”.

	O If the Board’s opinion was in the negative, the Centre could still go forward with the demonetisation exercise, but 
only by promulgating an ordinance or by enacting a parliamentary legislation.

	O Describing the Parliament as the “nation in miniature”, “without the Parliament, democracy will not thrive”.

PRINCIPLE OF COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
 Context

The Supreme Court ruled that a government cannot be held vicariously responsible for remarks made by its ministers 
even if the statement relates to affairs of the state.

 Constitutional provisions w.r.to collective responsibility?

	O Art 75(3) of the Constitution lays down the principle of collective responsibility which says,” The Council of 
Ministers shall be collectively responsible to the House of the People”.

	O Art 164 (2): The Council of Ministers shall be collectively responsible to the Legislative Assembly of the State.
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 Principle of Collective Responsibility

	O This is the bedrock principle of parliamentary form of government.

	O Article 75 of the Constitution of India says that the Council of Ministers is collectively responsible to the Lok 
Sabha.

	O This means that all the ministers have joint responsibility to the Lok Sabha for all their acts of omission and 
commission.

	O When the Lok Sabha passes a no-confidence motion against the council of ministers, all the ministers have to 
resign including those ministers who are from the Rajya Sabha.

	O The principle of collective responsibility also means that the Cabinet decisions bind all cabinet ministers (and 
other ministers) even if they differed in the cabinet meeting.

	O It is the duty of every minister to stand by cabinet decisions and support them both within and outside 
Parliament.

	O If any minister disagrees with a cabinet decision and is not prepared to defend it, he must resign.

 Individual responsibility of the minister

	O Article 75 states that the ministers hold office during the pleasure of the president, which means that 
the President can remove a minister even at a time when the council of ministers enjoys the confidence of 
the Lok Sabha.

	O Article 164 also contains the principle of individual responsibility. It states that the ministers hold office 
during the pleasure of the governor. This means that the governor can remove a minister at a time when 
the council of ministers enjoys the confidence of the legislative assembly.

	O In the case of a disagreement or discontent with a minister’s performance, the Prime minister/chief 
minister can ask him to resign or advise the president/governor to dismiss him.

 Observations made by the Supreme Court 

	O No additional restrictions, except those 
mentioned under Article 19(2) of the 
Constitution, can be imposed on a public 
functionary’s right to freedom of speech 
and expression.

	O Fundamental right under Article 19(1)
(a) can be exercised even against other 
instrumentalities other than the state.

	O Suggestion: It is for parliament in its 
wisdom to enact a law to restrain public 
functionary from making disparaging 
remarks against fellow citizens bearing in 
mind Articles 19(1)(a) and 19(2)

 BackToBasics: What is the Fundamental Right to Freedom of Speech?

	O The Constitution of India guarantees all citizens the right to freedom of speech and expression under the 
Article 19(1)(a) through any medium, including speech, writing, printing, pictures, films and movies.

	O In the Preamble of the Constitution, there is a solemn resolution to secure LIBERTY of thought and expression 
to all citizens.
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 Are there any restrictions in exercising the Right to speech?

However, the exercise of this right is not absolute and is subject to reasonable restrictions, as outlined in Article 
19(2) of the Constitution of India. These restrictions are: 

	O Sovereignty And Integrity of India. 

	O Security of the State. 

	O Friendly relations with Foreign States. 

	O Public Order. 

	O Decency and Morality. 

	O Contempt of Court. 

	O Defamation. 

	O Incitement to an offence.

The Legislature (Parliament) can frame laws to impose these reasonable restrictions. Several provisions of the Indian 
Penal Code (IPC) have such restrictions like Section 124A (Sedition), Section 153A (Promoting enmity between groups), 
Section 295A (Hurting religious feelings) etc.

WINTER HEAT WAVE IN EUROPE
 Context

According to the Washington post’s report - Several parts of Europe witnessed an unprecedented winter heat wave 
(the temperatures surged to summer or springtime levels) over New Year’s weekend. 

 Which countries are experiencing these extreme weather conditions?

According to the report, at least seven countries recorded their hottest January weather ever. These included Poland, 
Denmark, the Czech Republic, the Netherlands, Belarus, Lithuania and Latvia. Calling it an “extreme event”, experts 
said that temperatures increased 10 to 20 degrees Celsius above normal.
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 What is the reason behind?

According to The Washington Post report, the continent is experiencing an extreme warm spell because of the 
formation of a heat dome over the region.

 What is a Heat Dome?

• A heat dome occurs when an area of high-pressure 
traps warm air over a region, just like a lid on a pot, for 
an extended period of time.

• The longer that air remains trapped, the more the sun 
works to heat the air, producing warmer conditions with 
every passing day.

• Heat domes generally stay for a few days but sometimes 
they can extend up to weeks, which might cause deadly 
heat waves.

• Typically, heat domes are tied to the behavior of the jet stream.

	P Normally, the jet stream has a wavelike pattern, meandering north and then south and then north again. 
When these meanders in the jet stream become bigger, they move slower and can become stationary. That’s 
when heat domes can occur.

	P When the jet stream swings far to the north, air piles up and sinks. The air warms as it sinks, and the sinking 
air also keeps skies clear since it lowers humidity. That allows the sun to create hotter and hotter conditions 
near the ground.

 Climate Change and heat domes

	O Although heat domes are likely to have always existed, researchers say that climate change may be making them 
more intense and longer.

	O They suggest with the rising temperatures, it is expected that the jet streams will become wavier and will have 
larger deviations, causing more frequent extreme heat events.

Any region of high pressure, whether a heat 
dome or not, forces air to sink and once it 
reaches the ground, it gets compressed and 
becomes even warmer. Moreover, when 
air sinks, it gets drier and further raises the 
temperature of the area.
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1. Consider the following statements regarding the 
polar vortex
1. It is a large area of low pressure and cold air.
2. It always exists near the poles but strengthens in 

summers and weakens in winters.
3. The polar vortex in the Southern Hemisphere is 

stronger than in the Northern Hemisphere.
 Which of the statement/s given above is/are not 

correct?
(a) 1 and 3 only  (b) 2 only
(c) 1 and 2 only (d) 2 and 3 only

2. Consider the following statements regarding 
demonetization 
1. The Constitution confers the power on the 

government to demonetize any currency in 
circulation. 

2. The central government can take such a decision 
on the recommendation of the finance ministry. 

 Which of the statement/s given above is/are 
correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

3. Choose the incorrect statement among the 
following:

(a) Article 75 of the Constitution of India says that the 
Council of Ministers is collectively responsible to 
the Lok Sabha.

(b) The Parliament can frame laws to impose these 
reasonable restrictions. 

(c) When the Lok Sabha passes a no-confidence 
motion against the council of ministers, all the 
ministers have to resign including those ministers 
who are from the Rajya Sabha.

(d) The principle of collective responsibility doesn’t 
mean that the Cabinet decisions bind all cabinet 
ministers.

4. Consider the following statements:

1. A heat dome occurs when an area of high-
pressure traps warm air over a region.

2. The heat dome’s formation is related to the 
behaviour of the jet stream.

 Which of the statement/s given above is/are 
correct?

(a) 1 only (b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2 (d) Neither 1 nor 2

Practice Questions

ANSWER KEY
1 2 3 4
B D D C

** For Explanation read above articles thoroughly.


